ABSTRACT

Jakarta, as a big city and center of government has the most total population compared to other big cities throughout Indonesia, ± 8.50917 million inhabitants. The huge population who inhabit Jakarta has made the city filled with a wide range of activities and became a "super busy" city. These situations make the city's atmosphere becomes crowded, dense, and uncomfortable to everyone who lives in it.

To escape from those, it is needed to have a resting spot, where its location must be far away from the city's crowd. As the outskirts of cities will be the most appropriate location, the Java Sea will be the best choice. Why? Because it has a relaxed, calm atmosphere and also a beautiful beach scenery.

Looking at the large number of visitors at Ancol beach, a place as a shelter for tourists or visitors is needed. A beach hotel will be a solution to answer the tourists's needs where it will not only provide a place to stay, but it has to be also equipped with various facilities to spoil tourists with everything they need. By utilizing the developing building technology, we can explore many possibilities of building forms that is expected to be able to create captivating forms and will attract tourists to come.
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